[Aberrometry due dilated pupils--Which mydriatic should be used?].
For a wavefront-based LASIK procedure aberrometric measurements are necessary via a dilated pupil. The more dilated the pupil is the more aberrations can be identified. There are different mydriatic eyedrops used to dilate the pupil. It is unclear so far which mydriatic is best for measuring aberrations before LASIK. We performed aberrometry measurements on 50 eyes under the following different conditions: physiological mydriasis under mesopic environment, tropicamide-induced dilation, phenylephrine-induced dilation, and cyclopentolate-induced dilation. The wavefront measurements were compared with the respective subjective refraction (sr). The refractive myopic error measured by aberrometry was less than after subjective refraction depending on the mydriatic used. Phenylephrine-induced mydriasis resulted in 0.19 D less myopia, tropicamide induced 0.35 D less myopia, and cyclopentolate 0.42 D less on the average. The aberrometry measurements under mesopic conditions led to 0.24 D less myopia than measured subjectively. Using cyclopentolate eyedrops wavefront analysis results in a considerable difference in the preoperative refractive error compared to the standard subjective refraction. Regarding the average differences in refraction the aberrometry measurements after neosynephrine-induced dilation of the pupil usually resemble the subjective refractive error. For practical reasons we would like to recommend aberrometry measurements under mesopic conditions without applying mydriatics provided the pupillary diameter is at least 6 mm.